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While preparing a wish list for his sixth birthday, a 
little boy asked, “Mom, can I have one of those magic 
money cards?” 

His Mom was puzzled, “What card do you mean?”

He answered matter-of-factly, “You know the kind of 
card that Mrs. Dunigan has. She slides it in a box to 
buy French fries, ice cream, and soda. She even gets 
bunches of money out of machines that she drives to.”

This story illustrates how mystical and distorted 
a child’s view can be of money and money 
management. As we homeschool our three 
children, trying to teach the basic school subjects 
can be a challenge. But, honestly, one of the most 
overwhelming challenges is to teach our kids how 
to understand money. As with many subjects, there 
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are appropriate ages for the various financial 
lessons to be learned. Forcing the issue of 
money management too early will only cause 
stress for everyone involved. So, how old 
should a child be before you begin intentional 
financial training?

A five-year-old simply wants to have fun 
with his or her money, and there is no harm in 
relaxing and letting them have fun. A child of 
that age is too young to grasp saving for college 
or the principles behind tithing. Very young 
children are primarily learning by our example. 
We may be the teachers for reading, writing, 

and math, but the way we spend and save our 
money is teaching lessons as well. Oh yes, they 
are watching us!

Around the age of seven, impulse control 
becomes an issue for many children. Many of you 
have been there. Your child “needs” to have the 
Lego® set. Twenty-four hours later they “need” to 
have the rocket set, and so on. One method that 
works well for managing a child’s desire to make 
impulse purchases is to have the child write a list 
of three things he would buy if he had money. He 
can post the list in his room. When the child is at 
the store and asks to purchase an item that is not 
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on the list, first require him to return home and 
revamp the list.

The new must-have item should replace 
one of the other three items on his list. This 
imposes a cooling-off period. Typically, the 
excitement of the new must-have item wears 
off before the child is in the store again, and 
the list remains as originally penned. Ta-da! 
Impulse diverted! The child learns a valuable 
lesson about delaying gratification, and since 
it was the list that said “no,” Mom and Dad can 
remain the good guys. 

Many children begin to earn money between 
ages ten and twelve by babysitting or doing 
household chores. This is a good time to begin 
requiring kids to save half of all of the money 
they earn. This requirement ingrains in them 
valuable lessons about living on less and saving 
toward financial goals. 

As pre-teens you can also help your children 
grow in the area of giving. Teach them that 
what they earn ultimately comes from God, so 
it’s right to give back to God first. Help them to 
realize that we would have nothing if it weren’t 
for God’s provisions and that giving a portion 
of all we receive is a way of saying thanks and 
showing obedience to God. Here again, your 
kids are watching what you do, and you lead 
by example. 

With teenagers, you can step up the money 
management training. In my experience, 
15-year-olds are ready to have more financial 
responsibility and more in-depth instruction. It is 
a good idea to equip older teens to make good 
financial decisions prior to handing them the 
loaded gun of a checking account. I recommend 
two financial training programs that provide 
a solid foundation for the financial decisions 
teens will face:Dave Ramsey’s Foundations 
for Personal Finance, and Crown Ministries’ 
Discovering God’s Way of Handling Money. 
Both are comprehensive, at-home courses that 
can be completed at an individual pace.

We had our 16-year-old complete the Dave 
Ramsey course as a self-study at home, and 
the results were just as we had hoped. In our 
homeschool co-op, we are requiring the high 
school students to watch the DVD as a class. In 
addition, we are assigning real life and investment 
projects, and are requiring them to calculate 
insurance and run debt calculations. These are 
great ways to help kids become equipped—and 
feel equipped—to manage their finances.

Finally, I suggest allowing children to listen in on 
some of the household money discussions. I don’t 
believe it is healthy to keep all money matters a 
secret. It is helpful to inform kids about the reasons 
your money is allocated in a particular way. It is 
beneficial for mature children to realize the amount 
of your house payment. It is valuable for them 
to make the association that purchases require 
money and money comes from work. Explain that 
to buy the item they are requesting requires Mom 
or Dad to work “x” number of hours.

Like it or not, money has a life-long presence 
with us and with our children. There is a lot to be 
gained by addressing the topic with your children 
rather than avoiding it. I can assure you that the 
investment you make in teaching your children 
money management will pay high dividends for 
years to come. f

Kara Rozendaal is a homeschool mom from Prescott 
Valley, Arizona with a passion to help other families 
succeed financially. Her family of five lives on an 
ordinary income. A few years ago the Rozendaals had 
a life change and needed to find ways to make up an 
$800 monthly income loss. They were able to trim their 
monthly spending and surpass the $800 need. Kara now 
spends her time sharing the secrets of their research 
and perseverance. Kara is a financial planner with a 
degree in Finance from Arizona State University. She 
is the founder of Practical Saver, the author of the book 
Real World Grocery Savings and writes and publishes 
the Practical Saver Encourager. The Encourager is a 
weekly newsletter that is full of weekly grocery sales, 
homemade gift ideas, do-it-yourself repairs on your 
house, budgeting advice, organic food information, 
recipes, and much more - www.practicalsaver.com.

www.practicalsaver.com
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By Barbara Frank
 
Got your attention, didn’t I? We moms are 

certainly susceptible to fearing that our children 
might be behind in something.

It starts when we’re pregnant. Your book for 
expectant moms says you should feel kicking 
by 20 weeks. If you don’t feel kicking yet, you 
need an ultrasound to see what’s going on. Well, 
maybe. But maybe your due date’s a wee bit off, 
or you don’t realize that the bubbly feeling in your 
abdomen is the baby kicking. There’s no point in 
freaking out yet, but the tone of the book makes 
you feel pretty insecure.

Sometime after the baby arrives, you invariably 
find a book or a website that tells you that your 
baby should be holding his head up by now, or 
crawling by now, but he’s not. Panic ensues…..
what could be wrong with him? Soon after, he 
does what the experts say he’s supposed to do, 
and you heave a sigh of relief.

One would think we’d get used to these 
developmental deadlines as our child grows, but 
no, it only gets worse as he approaches school 
age. Now educators chime in with the books and 
websites: your child should know his colors by 
age two…his alphabet soon after that…and his 
numbers (up to 50) by age three.

We homeschooling moms get to enjoy this 
pressure for years because we’re in charge of our 
children’s education. He should be in level three 
of that math curriculum next year (but he’s not 
ready). Or, he’s supposed to be reading books at 
a fifth-grade level (but he’s still struggling with a 
third-grade reader). Is he failing homeschooling? 
Should he be put in public school before he falls 
further behind?

It’s hard not to overreact, but a little knowledge 
will help manage the fear. It’s important to know 
that developmental deadlines are really not 
meant for the average child. They’re meant to 
help parents and professionals discern when a 
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child has a problem. You don’t need to react 
unless your child is way behind, and in more 
than just one area. Children like my youngest 
son, who has Down syndrome, tend to be far 
behind in most areas of development (not just 
one or two), and each stage of development 
lasts longer than it does for most other kids.

So it’s not worth getting upset when your child 
misses some arbitrary deadline for learning how 
to read, or how to ride a bike, or wherever it 
is he appears to be “behind.” Kids develop at 
their own pace. Some read at age three, and 
others don’t until age ten or eleven. 
Some are math whizzes early on, 
and others will always struggle with 
math, even as adults. We all have 
different talents and abilities, so it’s 
foolish to expect everyone to do 
things at the same age.

It can also be foolish to overreact. 
One homeschool mom was so 
worried that her child wasn’t 
reading well that she stopped all 
other bookwork and field trips so 
she could concentrate on teaching 
her child how to read. They used 
only phonics curriculum and 
readers every day, all day long. 
Nothing else got done.

How dull for that child, and how 
much pressure! It would be much 
easier and less stressful (for both 
of them) if Mom kept their normal 
routine while also reading aloud 
more often and making an effort 
to find library books on topics of 
special interest to the child. In 
time, Mom would see signs of 
improvement and the need for 
more challenging material for her 
child. But there’s no guarantee of 
what age the child would be before 
that happened.

Each of our children is unique. 
They were created that way. 

Before we freak out because one is “behind” on 
something, let’s watch and wait. We can no more 
make a child develop faster than we can force 
the leaves on a tree to open in the spring. As our 
grandparents used to say, “All in good time.” f

 
Copyright 2010 Barbara Frank/ Cardamom Publishers

 
Barbara Frank homeschooled three children to adulthood and 
continues to homeschool her youngest son. Her latest book is 
Women of the Old Testament: 14 In-Depth Bible Studies for 
Teens. You’ll find her on the web atwww.cardamompublishers.
com and www.barbarafrankonline.com 

atwww.cardamompublishers.com
atwww.cardamompublishers.com
www.barbarafrankonline.com
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By Hazel Adams 
www.helium.com/items/1131430-why-study-math

Think about a time when you trained for a sport 
or spent hours working out. If you never got any 
better, do you think you would continue? The 
reward of spending hours practicing something is 
that you know you get better and you see results. 
When I first studied Algebra II, the concepts were 
difficult and I spent hours just to understand 
certain points. When I did conic sections, they 
were all just a bunch of formulas and when I did 
probability, it was just guess and check.

After higher math courses, I went back to my old 
Algebra II material and found that I could do all 
of the material. This time, however, I didn’t need 
to have the formulas because I understood why 
the “a-value” was this or why the “a squared term” 
plus the “b squared term” would lead me to my 
focus, the “c-squared term.” These things were 
now in my head because I had learned higher 
concepts. I understood rather than memorized.

Mathematics is a bunch of steps leading to the 
top. You start at the bottom, when you are very 
little, and establish your basic facts of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division. As you 
continue upwards, you learn more and more, 
but you don’t forget the things below it. They set 
your foundations for learning new material. Then, 
eventually, when the steps are very high, you tend 
to forget these awfully complicated steps, but that 
does not mean you’re falling back on the steps! 
Once you’ve established the stairway, you don’t 
fall back. Some steps are broken because you’ve 
forgotten the material, but if you choose to learn it 
again, it won’t be a new step entirely. If you choose 
to learn higher material, you can because you’ve 
reached that point on the staircase, even if steps 
below start to become broken.

Learning math is a continuous process. It is 
rewarding depending on who you are, and what 

you plan to do in your future. Still, there are three 
universal rewards for why all students should 
learn math, regardless of their future intended 
occupation.

1. Knowledge
2. Development
3. Life Skills

Of course, math concepts build on your knowledge 
of the material. This is particularly important for 
people who plan to become mathematicians or 
statisticians, but applies also to engineers and 
others that need math practically. A good working 
knowledge of basic math is necessary for everyone 
to perform daily essential tasks. Your knowledge 
of basic math improves in efficiency by studying 
upper level, high-school math.

The development of your brain is the largest reason 
why math is taught everywhere for everyone. From 
math, you get the logical reasoning and critical 
thinking that is essential for all subjects. Learning 
science, for instance, is near impossible without 
good thinking skills directly accomplished from 
math skills.

Math teaches resourcefulness and interdependency. 
Resourcefulness means to be able to identify 
places or things that can get the job done, such 
as can be observed in math when a student 
solves a story problem. Interdependency means 
to be able to identify how things are linked to each 
other, such as the math concepts of directly and 
indirectly proportional quantities. Upper-level math 
skills really help reflect important life survival skills 
in the real-world.

A good teacher will always tell you why you 
are learning a math skill. Don’t be discouraged 
if a reason is sometimes just to build critical 
thinking. Many concepts are done solely for this 
reason. There is always a reason for studying 
mathematics.f
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1. Will they shun your lifestyle for one they 
can afford? 

2. Will they work two or three jobs so they can 
afford your lifestyle? 

3. Will they look for alternate ways to get the 
things you earned? 

4. Will they look to you to continue providing 
for them?

We’ve got to honestly ask ourselves: Will giving 
my child the best things in life truly create financial 
independence?

The questions we’re posing aren’t the result 
of mere speculation. They are based on our 
experience with our own kids, observations of other 
families, and from our time as volunteer budget 

 by Steve & Annette Econimides

The Best Things in Life?

Most parents want to give their children the 
best things in life. But the truth is, if you give your 
children the best (whether you can afford it or not), 
they’ll be very obliging and take it. It’s human nature 
to receive when someone generously provides. 
And the more you give, the less incentive your 
kids will have to work and provide for themselves.

Even if you can afford the very best for your 
children (because you earn a higher income), what 
will the end result be, especially if your children 
never achieve your level of earning?
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coaches. For many years, before we started our 
writing and speaking career, we met with families 
to help them sort out their debt and spending. 
While reviewing their financial habits, we regularly 
discussed how much money they were giving to or 
spending on their children. Usually it was money 
they could ill afford. We often heard reasoning 
like, “My children shouldn’t suffer and do without 
because I’ve made bad decisions,” or “I need to 
give my children the same things that my parents 
gave me.” Does this type of thinking actually help 
kids become financially responsible?

Why A Book On 
Kids and Money Is 
Important

Very few books have been written 
that comprehensively cover the topic of 
helping children of all ages to be financially 
independent. And when we say children, we 
mean your children or grandchildren from the ages 
of zero to fifty-five!

We can hear the resounding, “What! Fifty-five! 
You’ve got to be kidding!” You’re right, we should 
have been more careful in what we wrote. We’ve 
seen cases where the financial dependents were 
well into their sixties, and their parents were still 
funding a “child’s” habitual overspending. In The 
MoneySmart Family System, we address every 
stage of life and how you can help your kids (no 
matter what age) spend their own money instead 
of your retirement reserve.

We believe that it is best to start teaching children 
about working, earning, saving, and spending 
their own money as young as possible. But if your 
children are older, don’t despair, it’s never too late to 
start. However, you should be aware that any kind 
of delay might intensify the power of a menacing 
money rule we discovered.

What Is the 5/50/500 Money Rule?

Many years ago when Steve worked as a graphic 
designer, a printing company salesman taught him 
an important lesson about making type changes 
during the three-step printing process.

1. Back then, a typesetter would print out 
text for an ad or brochure on photo  
paper; a paste-up artist would paste 
the type and any borders, headlines, 
and photos on an art board. The work 
would be proofed by someone else in 
the office and then sent off to the printer.

2. The printer would put the art board 

continued on page 27
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By Maribeth Spangenberg

“And when he rose up from prayer, and was 
come to his disciples, he found them sleeping 
for sorrow, and said unto them, Why sleep ye? 
Rise and pray, lest ye enter into temptation.” 
Luke 22:45-46

 
I have found that when I battle dis-

couragement in my homeschooling, I also 
face the temptation to get lax. I often have 
lofty goals when I enter each new school year, 
maybe a promising new curriculum or a novel 
way to teach a difficult subject. My intentions 
are good and my initial enthusiasm is high, 
but my expectations are sometimes unreal. 
My homeschooling goals may clash with the 
reality of family life.

The children may not cooperate, illness 
could occur, family emergencies arise – all of 
which can disrupt my daily routine. I can feel 
stretched too thin and unable to accomplish 
all that I had planned. Discouragement sets 
in, as I become disillusioned and lose my 

momentum. I can get physically exhausted 
and emotionally drained.

As a result, mornings may become increasingly 
difficult to get out of bed. And when I do, I find 
that it is with decreased energy and reduced 
drive. Could it be that I am suffering from a 
case of “sleeping for sorrow?” Simply put, am 
I worn out from emotional stress and anxiety?

Peter, James, and John had a case of this, and 
they were diagnosed by the Great Physician 
Himself, Jesus Christ. These disciples fell 
asleep in the Garden of Gethsemane while 
keeping watch as Jesus prayed. However, 
Jesus knew they were overwhelmed and 
humanly unable to fully comprehend all that 
was about to happen. Hours before, He had 
sent Peter and John on a mission to prepare 
the Passover meal, foretelling where they 
were to go, who they were to meet, and 
what they were to say. They went forth in 
faith and saw these events happen exactly 
as Jesus said. Then, having made ready the 
Passover, they experienced an unforgettable 
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meal of allegations, prophecy, and betrayal. 
In an emotional turmoil they were unable to 
understand that they were only hours away 
from losing the earthly presence of their 
beloved master.

Jesus understood their struggles of humanity 
versus spirituality. “...The spirit truly is ready, 
but the flesh is weak.” Mark 14:38

But as danger approached, He was also 
quick to warn and exhort them when “enough 
was enough”. In spite of human struggles and 
physical limitations, they still needed to be 
spiritually armed.

“Why sleep ye? Rise and pray, lest ye enter 
into temptation” (Luke 22:46).

The disciples’ “sleeping for sorrow” was one 
of being worn out with continual sorrow and 
extreme anxiety, which was due to an inability 
to yet fully comprehend spiritually. Although 
their case can be seen as one of extreme, it 
is not to lessen our own experience with this 
“illness”, which we can so easily fall into as 
homeschooling mothers.

Unreal expectations can cause dis-
couragement. Stretching ourselves too thin 
might produce physical exhaustion. And not 
keeping our eyes on the Lord will yield spiritual 
ineffectiveness.

Jesus’ cure for “sleeping for sorrow” is to 
“walk in the spirit.”

Even though our f irst incl ination as 
homeschooling mothers is to “hit the ground 
running”, we need to take time each morning 
to talk with the Lord and to listen to His voice 
through His Word. It may mean starting 
our children’s academics at a later hour or 
extending our school day till dinner-time. 
Bowing out of extracurricular activities may 

be required, or saying “no” to seemingly worthy 
causes may be necessary.

If homeschooling is a conviction, it needs to 
be a priority. And as a priority, it needs to be 
done right. But in order to be done right, our 
homeschooling requires the fueling of the One 
who created the conviction in us – Jesus.

Maintaining a constant communication with 
Our Lord through prayer and Bible reading will 
enable us to “walk in the Spirit and thus not fulfill 
the lusts of the flesh” (Gal. 5:16) - in our case, 
tiredness and discouragement. If we seek Him 
first, He will provide the wisdom and strength 
that we need.

Homeschooling mother, may I encourage you 
to make prayer and Bible reading a regular part 
of your day? Stay connected to the only One 
who can make your homeschooling all that it 
can be. Then you need not suffer from “sleeping 
for sorrow”! f

Prayer: Protect me, Lord, from this “ailment”. 
Help me to stay connected to your strength. 
Draw me to your Word when I tend to drift, and 
help me to stay attuned to your voice. In Jesus’ 
Name, I pray.

 

Maribeth Spangenberg is wife to Steve, homeschooling 
mother of nine children, and happy, new grandmother 
to one granddaughter. She considers it a blessing and 
a ministry to be able to encourage other mothers and 
homeschoolers to “stay the course”!
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Complete Guide to Faith-Based Family Finances
By Ron Blue, Jeremy White

Ron Blue and Jeremy White’s Faith-Based Family Finances is the 
closest you’ll get to having your very own financial advisor 24/7. The 
material has been updated to reflect current financial conditions but 
Ron’s core principles are still grounded in timeless biblical truths. In 
addition to chapters covering every area of financial planning, the 
book contains the answers to questions Ron is asked most often 
and stories of people struggling just like you.

Start Here: Doing Hard Things Right Where You Are 
By Alex & Brett Harris

Blasting past mediocrity, the Harris brothers challenged teens to move 
beyond their comfort zones in Do Hard Things. What’s next? In this 
follow-up to their bestseller, they help kids overcome common hurdles 
as they seek to change the world. Learn how to inspire others, stay 
motivated, discover what your hard thing is, and more, with stories from 
real-life rebelutionaries like you!

Cut Your Grocery Bill in Half with 
America’s Cheapest Family
By Steve Economides, Annette Economides

You Can Save Thousands a Year on Your Grocery Bill Without  
Cutting Coupons!
 Imagine grocery shopping once-a-week or less, eating healthier, 
and having more free time—all while saving money. Sound too good 
to be true? For the Economides family, it’s a reality, and it can be 
yours too.
 What could the average family do with an extra $3,000 a year? 

America’s Cheapest Family® shows you strategies, tips, tools, and tricks in Cut Your Grocery 
Bill in Half, so you can achieve huge savings year after year. It’s a fact, the Economides say, 
saving money on groceries is one of the quickest ways to start making a positive difference in 
your family’s financial future.

Algebra Made Simple
By Carson-dellosa Publishing LLC

Practice, practice, practice is the key to Algebra. It may “only” be 
plugging numbers into formulas, but without each step properly re-
membered, the whole formula fails. Give your students reinforcement 
through these simple Algebra practice assignments. Short puzzles are 
presented at the top of most pages; finding the correct answers to 
the drills and practice problems reveals the solutions. Nine sections 
feature teacher pages as well as student pages, teaching the basic 

algebra skills of real numbers, linear equations, absolute values, inequalities, exponents, 
square roots, quadratic equations and polynomials. 

Carpe 
Librum...

 Seize the book!

Click “Shop for CHEO” 
on our website 
(cheohome.org) to 
find a link to

All it takes is a simple 
click and you will support 
CHEO with your purchase! 

Thank you! 

http://www.cheohome.org/shop-for-cheo/
http://www.cheohome.org/index.php%3Foption%3Dcom_content%26task%3Dview%26id%3D104%26Itemid%3D157
http://www.cheohome.org/index.php%3Foption%3Dcom_content%26task%3Dview%26id%3D104%26Itemid%3D157
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To check out these 
family-friendly  
locations and enjoy 
E X P L O R I N G  our 

beautiful state!

(click on 
the links!)

Out&
AbOut

inOhiO

1

4

3

2

5

1. Central: Anthony Thomas Candy Company Tours - Columbus 
  www.anthony-thomas.com/tour.html

2. Southeast: Ohio River Museum - Marietta 
  www.ohiohistory.org/museums-and-historic-sites/ 
   museum--historic-sites-by-name/ohio-river-museum

3. Southwest: Cincinnati Art Museum - Cincinnati  
  www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org

4. Northeast: Century Village Museum - Burton 
  www.centuryvillagemuseum.org/index.cfm 

5. Northwest: AuGlaize Village - Defiance 
  www.defiancetourism.com/interest/auglaize-village.htm 

www.anthony-thomas.com/tour.html
www.ohiohistory.org/museums
www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org
www.centuryvillagemuseum.org/index.cfm
www.defiancetourism.com/interest/auglaize-village.htm
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By Michael P. Donnelly, Esq.,  
 Director of International Relations

 Hundreds of Ohio homeschoolers gathered at 
the Ohio Statehouse on a Thursday in November 
of 2012 for a well-organized and encouraging 
Homeschool Day at the Capitol. 

Gathering in the historic Statehouse atrium, 
Christian Home Educators of Ohio (CHEO) Board 
Member John Elsey greeted home educators and 
introduced guests including Lt. Gov. Mary Taylor, 
Ohio Sen. Keith Faber, president pro-tem of the 
Senate , Rep. William Batchelder, speaker of the 
House, Auditor David Yost, Director of Ohio Natural 
Resources James Zehringer and HSLDA Attorney  
Michael Donnelly.

In his remarks Speaker Batchelder honored 
the memory of fallen soldiers including Lt. 
David Rylander, a West Point graduate and 
homeschooler from Stow, Ohio.A joint session 
of the Ohio House of Representatives gathered 
to honor all of Ohio’s fallen soldiers.

“Family is so important!” said Batchelder. 
“And you demonstrate that by what you do 
for your children. I have tremendous respect 
for homeschoolers and greatly appreciate the 
homeschoolers in my district and all over Ohio.”

Batchelder said he benefited greatly from the 
support of homeschoolers in his district in Medina 
County.

Civic Education
CHEO Chairman Wayne Clark was pleased at 

the success of the event.
“I am grateful for the speakers and families who 

have come today,” Clark said. “This has been a 
great event, and as far as I know, the first Capitol 
day CHEO has sponsored in a very long time—if 
ever. Stephanie Garrett, one of our new board 
members, has done a tremendous job pulling 
together a great day with superb speakers. This 
has been a great day of civic education and 
encouragement for our homeschooling families.”

Donnelly closed out the day’s event by warning 

continued on page 19
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Dear HSLDA Members and Friends, 

The Ohio egislature convened for the 2013 legislative 
session. Throughout the session HSLDA will be tracking 
and analyzing legislation that could affect your right to 
homeschool. HSLDA is committed to keeping you informed 
with email action e-lerts and updates as needed so you 
can protect your homeschooling freedom. 

Please visit our www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=16781 website 
or contact our office by phone at 540-338-5600 or by 
email at info@hslda.org if you have questions!

We greatly value you and your support--it is a privilege to 
serve you! If you or someone you know is not a member 
of HSLDA, will you considertaking a moment today to join 
or recommend us? Your support for our work enables us 
to defend individual families threatened by government 
officials and protect homeschooling freedom for all. 

Join now: www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=16782

Very truly yours, 

Michael P. Donnelly, Esq.

DON’T FORGET... CHEO members recieve a $20 HSLDA discount!

www.hslda.org/elink.asp
mailto:info@hslda.org
www.hslda.org/elink.asp
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When you support Christian Home Educators of Ohio 
with your membership you’ll receive the following benefits: 

Please Print Clearly

Last Name: _____________________________________________________________________ 
Husband’s Name: __________________________ Wife’s Name: __________________________ 
Address: _____________________________________ City: __________________ State: ______ 
Zip: ___________________ Ohio County: _____________________________________________
Phone: ( _____) _______________________ E-mail: ____________________________________

Are you an HSLDA Member? - q Yes q No  Add me to the CHEO e-mail list - q Yes q No 
q Are you a Support Group Leader? If so, name your Support Group: _________________________
q Membership fee of $30 enclosed  
q Donation of $ _____ enclosed Please send me _____ additional CHEO brochures for my friends

Become a CHEO Member!

• $10 discount to the annual CHEO convention
• $5 discount on admission to the Creation Museum
• $8 discount on Home School Digest magazine 

• $120 discount on CollegePlus enrollment 
• $40 discount on College In A Bag (CollegePlus) 
• $20 discount on a membership with HSLDA 

Send this form, along 
with your check to:

CHEO
616 Hebron Road, Suite E
Heath, OH 43056-1444

CHEO appreciates your support as you join us in furthering 
home education in Ohio. Become a CHEO member online at  
www.cheohome.org or fill out and mail this form today!

ShowCase
A Christian Artistic and Academic Fair

ShowCase is an artistic and academic fair for Christian homeschooled students that give them 
the opportunity to display work of superior quality, receive constructive feedback from judges and 

interact with other homeschooled students.

Make plans to participate in the regional ShowCase Events:

Columbus, April 20th              Cincinnati, April 27th 

Visit cheohome.org for more information and to register!

http://www.cheohome.org
www.cheohome.org
cheohome.org
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homeschoolers that freedom isn’t free and that it 
demands constant vigilance.

“What you are doing here is so important,” he 
said. “You are putting a face to our movement. 
And now is the time to develop relationships with 
policy makers. There are those who would seek 
to impose intrusive constraints on our freedoms, 
and we need to work hard together to advance the 
cause of home education freedom. If freedom isn’t 
advancing, it is retreating.” 

Willing to Listen
Donnelly also praised Batchelder and the CHEO 

board.
“Ohio homeschoolers have a tremendous 

asset with CHEO and HSLDA working very 
closely together, protecting homeschoolers and 

advancing freedom. This event is important, and 
HSLDA is pleased to be a sponsor. We also should 
recognize the great friend homeschoolers have in 
the speaker of the house. The speaker has always 
been positive about home educators and willing to 
listen to their needs,” Donnelly said.

Garrett, who coordinated the event, said she 
was thrilled.

“We had over five hundred people register for 
this event,” she remarked. “There were many 
tours of the Capitol, and our families were able 
to watch their government in action. One of our 
young homeschoolers even got to open the Senate 
session by leading the pledge of allegiance. It was 
a tremendous day, and we are so thankful to all 
who participated and spoke at our event. f

We are blessed to have Mike Donnelly serving the 
families of Ohio by protecting our homeschooling rights.

Copyright © 2013 HSLDA. All Rights Reserved.
P.O. Box 3000 • Purcellville, VA 20134-9000 • 
540-338-5600

continued from page 16
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John & Melanie
became CHEO Board Members in August 2009. 
They live in Uniontown. John is an architect 
and Melanie serves as CHEO’s Legislative 
Liaison. John & Melanie have been married for 
29 years. They home educated their children, 
who are all now young adults. They are proud 
grandparents to Clara! They appreciate the  
opportunity to serve home educators in Ohio. f
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Travis & Kim
come to us from the greater Cincinnati area. 
They are blessed with seven children: Lauren, 
Joshua, Jared, Jacob, Jennifer, Joseph, Emma. 
They began their homeschooling journey in 
1996 with Lauren, their firstborn child, and  
continue home educating today.The Meadors 
are new to CHEO leadership,serving as 
the 513 area representatives, which is in 
southwest Ohio.It is their joy to be able to 
serve CHEO as well as work on a local level 
as the directors of Christian Home Educators 
of Cincinnati. f

today.The
Ohio.It
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Have you ever wondered why some kids are picky 
eaters and others willingly try anything you offer 
them? Maybe you have one child who absolutely 
loves workbooks and another who thinks paper and 
pencil tasks should be outlawed as cruel and unusual 
punishment. Wouldn’t it be great if we could get inside 
our children’s heads now and then and see what is 
really driving their decision-making process? I’ll share 
a few glimpses my children have shared with me over 
the years. Come along…and see things through a 
child’s eyes.

There was a time when all three of my children 
loved the “drumstick” part of the chicken. Since I 
could purchase a package of drumsticks at the store 
I thought it was wonderful that they could all have 
their favorite piece without fighting over which two 
get the drumsticks and who has to choose a different 
piece. This worked out beautifully for a period of 
time, until one day all three children announced that 
they would no longer eat chicken drumsticks. I was 
baffled, because as far as I could tell nothing had 
changed. I bought the same brand I always had, 
prepared it the same way I always did, only now 
instead of eagerly eating the drumsticks the children 
were turning up their noses at this formerly sought 
after food. It turns out that those noses were the very 
key to their sudden reversal in their attitudes about 
eating chicken. After some careful questioning (more 
like “mom’s inquisition”) I found out that while I was 
cooking the meat my son had wrinkled his nose and 
told his sisters that the chicken smelled like Shadow, 
our dog, when he was wet. If you’ve never smelled a 
wet dog, please take my word for it when I say that 
wet dog does not smell pleasant. I’m not sure why 
that is, but once you have that scent memory in your 
mind and it becomes associated with a certain food, 
you surely will not be eager to eat that food item again 
for quite some time – if ever.

Not only are some childhood decisions based on 
smells, but vision plays a role in their decision making 
as well. I have vivid recollections of handing my 
daughter a page of math problems only to have her 
shrink back and refuse to take it as if I were extending 
a tarantula toward her and expecting her to cuddle 
it. Without hesitation she would pronounce that the 
work I was offering her was too hard and would take 
forever for her to complete. It took me some time, but 
I eventually realized that it was not the difficulty of the 
work or even the number of math problems that was 
causing my daughter’s reluctance. It was simply the 
amount of ink on the page that was overwhelming to 

Special 
Needs

HOMESCHOOLING

Melinda L. Boring, a homeschooling mother, 
speech/language pathologist, workshop presenter, 
and author. Her experience with distractible and 
hyperactive children has been developed in both 
a professional and personal capacity. She and her 
husband, Scott, live in Columbus, Ohio. 

You can contact Melinda through her 
website at www.headsupnow.com.

www.headsupnow.com

